
  

 
  

   

AGENDA 

Town of Kure Beach Historical Preservation 

Commission  

Wednesday, December 2, 2020 

 

 

  

A meeting of the Historical Preservation Commission will be held Wednesday, December 2, 2020 in the Council 

Chambers commencing at 6:00 PM.  
Page 

 

 1. CALL TO ORDER 

   

 

 2. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA 

   

 

 3. ADOPTION OF MINUTES 

     
2 - 4 

 
3.1. 

 
November 5, 2020 Regular Meeting 

HPC Minutes-11-18-2020  
 

 4. PUBLIC COMMENT 

   

 

 5. OLD BUSINESS 

     
5 - 10 

 
5.1. 

 
Revised designation report incorporating SWCA portions 

Kure Beach DRAFT 

1955 Kure Beach Sanborn Map 

62318 Kure Beach Parcel Map 20201021   
 

 
5.2. 

 
Preliminary design guidelines  

 

 6. NEW BUSINESS 

   

 

 7. ADJOURNMENT 
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HISTORICAL PRESERVATION 
COMMITTEE MINUTES

         

REGULAR MEETING                                          Thursday, November 5, 2020 @ 6:00 pm

The Kure Beach Historical Preservation Commission (HPC) held its regular meeting on Wednesday, 
November 18, 2020. A quorum of members was present and Attorney Jim Eldridge attended.

HPC MEMBERS PRESENT
Chairman Craig Galbraith 
Vice-Chair Kenneth Richardson 
Member Kathleen Zielinski
Member David Garceau 
Member Tony Garibay (Via Conference Call)

HPC MEMBERS ABSENT
None. 

STAFF PRESENT
Mandy Sanders, Town Clerk 
John Batson, Building Inspector
Beth Chase, Deputy Town Clerk

CALL TO ORDER

Chairman Galbraith called the meeting to order at 6:05 p.m.

ADOPTION OF AGENDA 

MOTION- Member Richardson made a motion to adopt the agenda as presented
SECOND- Member Garceau 
VOTE- Unanimous 

APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES:  
 October 7, 2020 Regular Meeting

MOTION- Member Garceau made a motion to adopt the minutes as presented 
SECOND- Member Richardson
VOTE- Unanimous 

PUBLIC COMMENTS
None. 
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HISTORICAL PRESERVATION 
COMMITTEE MINUTES

         

REGULAR MEETING                                          Thursday, November 5, 2020 @ 6:00 pm

OLD BUSINESS
1. Proposed design guidelines for HPC proposal 

Attorney Eldridge stated:
 SWCA has presented the revisions for the designation report and the HPC needs to reach 

a consensus on the deliverables 
 Need to determine if revision is needed and where to insert into the designation report
 If satisfied with the report then need to turn discussion to the design guidelines
 Secretary of Interior Standards included in the agenda packet 
 PZC will approach it as a text amendment process to draft text amendments to the Zoning 

regulations to make recommendation to Town Council 
 If Town Council adopts those proposed text amendments the district will be designated
 Once the district is designated the Town cannot regulate the district till the Commission 

adopts design guidelines
 Rules of Procedures for HPC will need to be revised on how to conduct quasi-judicial 

hearings for when citizens bring forward a COA 
 The Commission will need training on quasi-judicial hearings 
 Memo included in the agenda packet regarding the historic district procedural timeline

Attorney Eldridge presented the historic district procedural timeline for the designation report 
attached herein, incorporated into the minutes. 

Chairman Galbraith stated he does think HPC needs to hold a Public Hearing for the design 
guidelines in January. He will review the revisions SWCA have provided and will work on 
combining the revisions into the designation report to review at the December HPC meeting. The 
State recommended to use the Secretary of Interior Standards to use as the design guidelines once 
the district is designated. 

Attorney Eldridge stated a citizen will apply for a COA and for it to be granted it must form to the 
design guidelines. Quasi-Judicial Hearings are handled more like a trail then a Public Hearing. The 
applicant must present materials and evidence to meet the guidelines. The HPC has $2,000 allocated 
in the budget so if HPC tweaks the Secretary of Interior Standard guidelines and then sends it to 
April Montgomery using the architectural narrative to come up with a few detailed provisions for the 
design guidelines to use for a short term period.

Chairman Galbraith stated he will reach out to April Montgomery to request a quote. 

Town Clerk Sanders to poll the Town Council to enter into a contract with SWCA once Chairman 
Galbraith receives the quote for the detailed provisions for the design guidelines from April 
Montgomery with SWCA.
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HISTORICAL PRESERVATION 
COMMITTEE MINUTES

         

REGULAR MEETING                                          Thursday, November 5, 2020 @ 6:00 pm

2. COA approval process for Historic district 

Chairman Galbraith stated he does not feel the Commission needs to discuss this topic tonight but 
HPC should review the matrix for COA approval at the December meeting. Requests the Building 
Inspector to review the matrix before the next meeting. 

Attorney Eldridge stated the approach of the matrix is to let minor work be handled administratively 
rather than a hearing. Once HPC determines what information will be used he will insert it into a 
text amendment. 

Building Inspector Batson to review the matrix provided in the agenda packet. 

NEW BUSINESS
None. 

MEMBER ITEMS
None.

ADJOURNMENT

MOTION- Member Richardson made a motion to adjourn the meeting at 6:51 p.m.
SECOND- Member Garceau 
VOTE- Unanimous 
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Summary Statement 
The unique history of Kure Beach as a military installation, a seasonal coastal community and 
an industry town converge in a distinctive and intact mix of residential, commercial and 
recreational buildings that comprise the Kure Beach Historic District. Situated on four blocks and 
stemming from the intersection of Avenue K and Fort Fisher Boulevard, the Kure Beach Historic 
District is an intact example of an early to mid-twentieth century beach town in southeastern 
North Carolina. The district retains the scale, character and a significant number of original 
structures dating back to, or before, the establishment of Kure Beach in 1947.  

Early history of the area now known as Kure Beach is tied to the establishment of Fort Fisher 
the Civil War fort and State Historic Site at the south end of a peninsula flanked by the Cape 
Fear River on the west, the Atlantic Ocean on the east and approximately 2 miles south of the 
district. The current boundary of the State Historic Site does not encompass the total footprint of 
Civil War activity in the area. The Kure Beach Historic District does not include any Civil War-
era structures but retains the potential to yield information related to Civil War activity in the 
district through archaeology on vacant lots or the redevelopment of existing structures. 

The late nineteenth century marks the beginning of the project area’s development as a 
seasonal coastal community. On March 5, 1891, businessmen William Clapton, James Bradley, 
and W.E. Mayo obtained a charter from the State of North Carolina to form the Fort Fisher Land 
and Development Company. Around the same time, Hans Kure of Wilmington began acquiring 
land along the ocean front, two miles south of the small coastal community of Carolina Beach. 
Circa 1904 Hans Kure constructed two piers along the Cape Fear River from which two small 
steamers made daily trips to Wilmington, twenty miles upriver, transporting beachgoers and 
supplies for development. From the piers on the riverbank, Kure and his son constructed a rail 
line for a small gauge locomotive running east form the river to what would eventually become 
the intersection of Fort Fisher Blvd and K Avenue, the center of the district. This small 
locomotive along with the five flat railcars made up what became the Fort Fisher Railroad 
Company. The rail line no longer exists but the width of K Avenue with angled parking in the 
median between 4th Avenue and the Kure Beach Pier illustrates where the rail line existed1. 

L.C. Kure continued his investment in the coastal community of Kure Beach with the 
construction of its first ocean pier in 1923. The modern Kure Beach pier exists in close proximity 
today. It is not the same pier constructed by Kure in 1923, he quickly replaced his original pier 
with a new, longer pier the following year. Since 1924 the pier has been repaired or replaced a 
number of times but has remained the core of commercial and recreation activity in the 
community.  The existing pier looks much like it did in photos from the 1950s and the former pier 
house from that era remains in a new location across the street at the southwest corner of 
Atlantic Avenue and K Avenue, where it is now used as a restaurant.  

The beginning of Kure Beach as a community with full time residents came in 1934 with the 
establishment of a 90-acre bromine extraction facility by the Dow Chemical Company and the 
Ethyl Corporation2. The bromine facility bordered Kure Beach to the north and west and created 
a number of jobs in the community. These employees were likely the earliest full-time residents 
of Kure Beach and influenced the design of the early frame homes that were frequently one-
story, front gable, frame structures with front porches on narrow lots. Examples of these homes 
can be seen at 209 K avenue, currently the Pier View Cottages, and on the east face of the 100 

1 Hall, Lewis P. Land of the Golden River: Historical Events and Stories of Southeastern North Carolina and the Lower 
Cape Fear. Volume One: Old Times on the Sea Coast 1526-1970: Kure Beach. Print. 1974  
2 https://www.ncdcr.gov/blog/2015/01/10/bromine-extraction-at-kure-beach
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block on North 3rd Avenue. The scale, design and materials choices are not unlike what is seen 
in contemporary worker housing communities being built in Wilmington during the same era.  

During the early 1940’s civilians and military personnel engaged in building and manning the 
military training center at Fort Fisher, just south of the district. It was also during this period that 
Wilmington experienced a substantial population growth. The North Carolina Ship Building 
Company was created as a part of the U.S. Government’s Emergency Ship Building Program 
and was in Wilmington. The resulting housing shortage in Wilmington and the increased activity 
at Fort Fisher increased the demand for housing in Kure Beach. 

Following World War II, the military training center at Fort Fisher significantly decreased their 
activity and sold off barracks to civilians as beach cottages. Two of these barracks remain in the 
district as commercials structures at 108 K Avenue. In 1946 the bromine facility closed and 
relocated to Texas. Neither event slowed the growth of Kure Beach which experienced the post 
war economic boom prevalent throughout the country. This growth increased the pressure for 
continued maintenance of infrastructure and resulted in the incorporation of Kure Beach on April 
1, 1947. 

Kure Beach sustained growth as a coastal community for the next decade as illustrated on the 
1955 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, where more than six blocks of dwellings, service stations, 
commercial establishments and community buildings can be seen on Atlantic, 2nd3, 3rd and 4th 
Avenues between Avenue L and Avenue J. 

Integrity

The integrity of the district is sufficient for a coastal community that is frequently impacted by 
storms, wind and salt air. Exterior materials such as siding, windows, doors and roofing are 
often modern replacements but maintain their size, shape and location. The pedestrian scale of 
structures, and their relationship to streets and sidewalks continue to convey the atmosphere of 
the community as it existed during the period of influence. The original plan as drawn in 1947 is 
largely intact. The greatest changes are seen on the blocks closest to the ocean where original 
structures have been lost and parcels combined. The pier continues to serve as the core of the 
community with commercial business and public spaces in close proximity.  The original street 
grid is intact and maintains the view of the ocean from K Avenue from several blocks west of 
Fort Fisher Boulevard.  

Architectural Narrative 

The Kure Beach Historic District, an approximately four-block area located between Avenue J, 
Atlantic Avenue, Avenue L and 3rd Avenue, contains a significant collection of historic buildings 
dating from the early to mid-twentieth century. The Town of Kure Beach, established in 1947, is 
located on the southern tip of a peninsula that is flanked by the Cape Fear River on the west 
and the Atlantic Ocean on the east. Named for Hans Kure who originally bought the property ca. 
1900, the land that is now Kure Beach has served as a Civil War fort, an industry town, a 
military training area during WWII, and a seaside recreational community. Included among the 
approximately 45 parcels in the district are 18 residential structures, 10 commercial structures, 8 
recreational/hospitality structures a Community Center, a park and 8 vacant lots. The majority of 

3 2nd Avenue is now Fort Fisher Boulevard
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structures in the district are frame or concrete block construction, one to two stories in height 
and have minimal adornment. Gable, hipped and flat roofs are most common in the district  

The Kure Beach Historic District is locally significant as a representative example of a mid-
twentieth century beach town that reflects its military, industrial and recreational history through 
the retention of its original plan, pedestrian scale, and intact historic structures. The period of 
influence for the district is the 1900s through the 1960s. This period begins ca. 1904 when Hans 
Kure constructs two piers along the Cape Fear River and a rail line to carry visitors from the 
piers to the beach. The width of K Avenue, where the rail line was constructed, remains broader 
than the balance of streets in the community and is the earliest element of the Kure Beach plan 
that remains intact. The August 11, 1947 “Official Map, Town of Kure Beach, North Carolina” 
illustrates the plan for the community, which is largely unchanged today. Blocks retain their 
original shape and size, and the road network is intact. In many instances. parcels have been 
combined to allow for multi-unit structures, like motels, and commercial structures have 
combined or changed the orientation of a parcel to serve a use not contemplated by the plan. 

Most structures in the district date from the 1940s to the 1960s, the peak of activity in the 
community’s twentieth century history. During this period, the military installation is growing and 
active with World War II training, the Ethyl-Dow Chemical Company is operating and population 
growth in Wilmington is driving residential and recreational interest in Kure Beach. That blend of 
interests is unique and evident in the style and design of the built environment. Unlike other 
beach towns, such as Wrightsville Beach, Beaufort or Nags Head where large summer homes 
were built for wealthy families, Kure Beach is distinctly working class. Houses are small, 
practical and have minimal adornment. The commercial district is focused around the pier, 
which continues to serve as the core of the community and the district. In the original plan, no 
houses are proposed on the beach; access is public by design.  With the exception of one block 
of Atlantic Avenue, between J Avenue and K Avenue, this access remains today. 

Mid-twentieth century motels are the landmarks of the district. These motels are most often a 
collection of buildings set around a common space in a way that maximizes views toward the 
ocean. The Moran Motel at 118 Fort Fisher Boulevard South is an excellent example of a mid-
twentieth century beach motel. The one and two-story concrete block multi-unit buildings are 
situated in a U-shape facing Fort Fisher Boulevard.  The motel retains original metal balustrades 
and v-shaped posts as well as original entry doors. Aluminum frame one-over-one sash 
windows and casement windows also appear to be original. The South Wind Motel at 109 Fort 
Fisher Boulevard South is a similar but less intact example. The two original multi-unit buildings, 
each two-story concrete block and frame construction sit perpendicular to the road with an 
internal open space for parking and a pool. The original windows and doors appear to have 
been replaced, but the size and placement are maintained. A third building was added to the 
site in 1983. 

Both the Palm Air Cottages and the Pier View Apartments and Cottages are representative 
examples of a collection of individual units set on the same parcel to create a motel. Palm Air 
was constructed in the 1950s and consists of six one-story, and one two-story, frame, hipped 
roof cottages set in a U-formation around a pool and parking area. The small one-over-one sash 
windows are vinyl replacements, exterior siding is a mix of a faux brick wainscot, that is likely 
original, and vinyl siding. Located at 209 K Avenue, the cottage portion of the Pier View 
Apartments and Cottages includes four of the oldest structures in the district. Constructed ca. 
1920, the four one-story, frame, front gable cottages with hipped roofs, and central-bay entry 
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doors are identical. In 1963 a two-story concrete block side-gable building was constructed 
behind the cottages. Similar to Moran and South Wind, the two-story building includes a porch 
that connects the individual rooms. 

Commercial structures within the district are focused on the 100 block of K Avenue, are 
universally one-story and are built up to the sidewalk. Inset storefronts with larger windows and 
full-glazed entry doors are common on commercial buildings in the district. Of the ten 
commercial buildings, five are conversions from earlier uses. The Kure Beach Diner, a frame, 
one story building with large windows facing the street, was originally constructed in 1935 as a 
pier house and was moved to its current location after Hurricane Hazel in 1954. A few doors 
down at 109 K Avenue, the current location of Happy Hippies Java Hut, is an unattached one-
story frame side gable structure with a large picture window. This building is listed as a post 
office on the 1955 Sanborn Map. The two one-story frame, front-gable structures located at 108 
K Avenue were originally army barracks constructed at the training facility south of the district 
and moved to this location sometime after WWII. The diminutive frame gable-roofed structure 
located on the largely vacant lot at 118 Fort Fisher Boulevard North appears to the be the last of 
the Sandlin Cabins. The structure that currently houses Better Beach Burgers, according to the 
Sanborn Map, is the last cabin of a collection of 11 frame cabins at this location in 1955. 

Residential structures that date to the period of influence in the district are most often one-story 
frame or concrete block structures with gable, hipped or flat roofs. Porches that span the full 
façade, central bay entry doors and small sash windows are common features.  The houses at 
134 and 138 North 3rd Avenue and 117 Fort Fisher Boulevard North are representative 
examples of simple, frame, front gable dwellings  seen throughout Kure Beach and reflect a 
design influence of the military barracks and mill housing of the era. The dwellings at 109 and 
113 Fort Fisher Boulevard North reflect a more national bungalow style with hipped roofs and 
dormers, are slightly larger in scale, and maintain full façade porches, both of which are 
enclosed on these dwellings. The concrete block flat roof dwelling at 137 Atlantic Avenue North 
is a unique example of a structure that is stylistically more modern than other residences in the 
district. Similar dwellings exist in Kure Beach outside the district boundary.  
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